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The Committee further unanimously urged the necessity of its holding two sessions ayear if it was to assist the Council in carrying out successfully the tasks entrusted to the League
.of Nations by the Covenant. 

3. RATIFICATION OF THE CONVENTIONS OF 1925 AND 1931.

The Committee examined the position in regard to ratifications. Since the fourteenth
session, Cuba had ratified the 1925 Convention and Protocol thereto on July 6th, 1931; the
Irish Free State had ratified the Convention on September 1st, 1931 ; Lithuania acceded tothe Convention on February 13th, 1931, and Norway on March 16th, 1931; Iraq acceded tothe Convention and Protocol on August 8th, 1931; Bolivia ratified the Convention, with
certain reservations, on April 15th, 1932. The total number of ratifications was now forty-
seven. Argentine acceded to the Convention and Protocol on July lst,1931, subject to ratification.

The President of the United States of America had signed the instruments of ratification
of the Convention on the Limitation of the Manufacture of Narcotics of 1931. These instruments
were deposited with the Secretariat on April 28th, 1932. Nicaragua acceded to this Convention
on March 16th, 1932.

For the Convention to come into force, according to Article 30 thereof, it must be ratified
by twenty-five States, including four States from among the following: Germany, United
States of America, France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Japan,the Netherlands, Switzerland and Turkey.

4. MUTUAL COMMUNICATION BY GOVERNMENTS OF FACSIMILES OF TELEGRAMS
DESPATCHED IN CONNECTION WITH SMUGGLING OPERATIONS.

The Committee was of opinion that it was necessary at the next Conference of the Inter-national Telegraph Union, which was to take place at Madrid in September, 1932, for someGovernment to raise the question of amending the regulations under the St. Petersburg
Convention, so as to make it possible to give effect to an earlier recommendation by the
Committee relating to the mutual communication by Governments of facsimiles of telegrams
despatched in connection with smuggling operations.

5. MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS.

(a) Reduction in the Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs.
The Committee devoted several meetings to the examination of the annual reports of the

Governments, thus giving an opportunity to the delegates of the various countries to furnish
information as to the situation with regard to the manufacture, import and export of drugs
and the progress made in legislation.

The reports and statistics show that there has been a remarkable reduction in the manufac-
ture of drugs. A comparison of the total manufactures of the principal manufacturing countries
(France, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland, United States), for the
years 1928, 1929 and 1930, reveals the following figures:

1928 1929 1930
kilogrammes kilogrammes kilogrammes

Morphine . . . . 43,232 55,221 34,116
Diacetylmorphine 7,724 3,611 3,892
Cocaine . . .. 6,604 5,661 4,738

A considerable decrease is also noticeable in the figures for the export of drugs from
France and Germany during these years. Between 1926 and 1930, German exports of morphine
fell from 4,521 to 356 kilogrammes; of diacetylmorphine, from 1,587 to 62 kilogrammes; and
of cocaine, from 2,194 to 722 kilogrammes; while French exports of morphine fell from 1739
to 399 kilogrammes; of diacetylmorphine, from 331 to 181 kilogrammes; and of cocaine
from 361 to 181 kilogrammes.

(b) Improvements introduced in France.
The Committee noted with interest a statement by the French delegation to the effect

that, on September 26th, 1930, when the Decree of March 20th, 1930, came into force, the
precious licences of traders ceased to be valid and all industrial and commercial transactions
in connection with narcotics became subject to an authorisation given by ministerial decree
after a report had been given by a Commission appointed for the purpose. Furthermore, in
1930, the French administration rendered the imports and exportsof the colonies subject to the
certificate system as from April 1st.

The new regulations had revealed several points at which narcotics had escaped into
illicit traffic, the quantities involved being 2,374 kilogrammes of morphine and 2,210 kilo-
grammes of diacetylmorphine. The investigation of this case was still proceeding.

Moreover, the French Government is contemplating the establishment of a central police
office in Paris which would be responsible for centralising all information concerning the
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campaign against narcotic drugs, This office would be in close touch with the Narcotics Bureau,
the Customs, the police authorities and all the central offices of foreign countries.

The delegate of Poland stated that, in a Decree dated September 15th, 1931, codeine was
made subject to the system of import and export certificates.

The Committee noted with satisfaction the considerable progress which had been made
in Switzerland with regard to the establishment of effective control over the trade in narcotics.
In virtue of the Decree of January 17th, 1930, the measures of control laid down in the law
on narcotics had been extended, as from February 1st, 1930, to benzoylmorphine, to other
esters of morphine and to peronine (benzylmorphine), which became subject to official control
in August 1931.

The Committee also noted with interest that a new law regarding narcotic drugs came
into force in Yugoslavia on January 1st, 1932.

(c) Statistical Tables.

The Committee examined the synoptical statistical tables prepared by the Secretariat and
based in part on the statistics published by the Permanent Central Opium Board. It decided
to authorise their publication with certain modifications, in view of the great interest both
to the Committee and to public opinion of these tables, showing the development of the national
and international situation regarding narcotics in its different aspects over a certain number
of years.

(d) Model Code.

The Committee discussed the question of drawing up a model code to assist Governments
in adopting the necessary legislation and administrative measures for the application in their
territory of the Convention for the Limitation of Manufacture and for the Regulation of the
Distribution of Narcotic Drugs. The drawing up of this code was entrusted to a Sub-Committee
consisting of the delegates of France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland and the United States of America.

6. ILLICIT TRAFFIC.

(a) General Examination of the Situation.

The Committee discussed the various aspects of the situation in regard to the illicit traffic
on the basis of a report from the Sub-Committee on seizures, which for the first time had
examined cases in advance of the Plenary Committee.

The illicit traffic in manufactured drugs is carried on mainly with North America, the Far
East and Egypt. In the course of the year, a great deal of important information was collected
in regard to persons engaged in large-scale illicit traffic transactions. Systematic co-operation
between the authorities of certain countries has done much to achieve this result. It would
appear, however, that several important States still do not give all the assistance desirable.

The Committee was glad to learn that the French Government had withdrawn licences
from three factories and about a dozen firms engaged in the drug trade, that the German
authorities had also withdrawn the licence to trade in drugs from a Hamburg firm, that the
Swiss authorities had withdrawn the licences from three manufacturers and two wholesale
merchants, and that in Japan the licence had been cancelled for one drug manufacturer.

The Miiller-Rauch trial at the Basle Court was discussed in detail by the Swiss delegate.
This important international trial has thrown light on the activities of a large number of traf-
fickers in various countries. The Swiss delegate showed that these illicit transactions had been
possible on account of a defect in Swiss law - namely, that the authorities had not yet the right
to supervise factories and were allowed access to sale premises only, and could not inspect the
account-books of stores. This situation would be improved in the very near future, for ins-
pectors would be empowered to enter all premises, including factories.

(b) Recommendations by the Sub-Committee on Seizures.

The Committee adopted various recommendations lnade by the Sub-Committee on
seizures.

Thus the Committee recommended to the Council that the Governments should be asked
to include in the next annual report to the League a full statement as to the regulations
applicable to the practice of the profession of pharmacy, and the conditions under which the
sale of dangerous drugs by pharmacists was permitted.

It suggested that the Council should again urge upon Governments the importance of
enacting penalties proportionate to the seriousness of the illicit international drug traffic
offences which were committed.

The Committee regarded it as essential that every country should make it an offence for
a person within its jurisdiction to procure dangerous drugs to be supplied in any other country
unless authorised to do so by the Government within whose jurisdiction the said person is
placed.

It again urged the necessity of the closest co-operation between Governments in the
investigation of the transactions and movements of illicit traffikers, and recommended the
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establishment in each country of a central official organisation to watch the application of
laws and regulations promulgated in pursuance of existing Conventions.

Finally, it recommended that, when an alien was deported on the ground of his being
concerned in the illicit drug traffic, the authorities of the country to which he was sent should
be informed of his deportation and of his connection with the illicit traffic.

(c) Situation in Egypt.
The Committee noted with satisfaction the statements made by the Egyptian delegate,

which bore witness to an improvement in the situation in his country as regards drug addiction.
The notable decline in the number of addicts was due partly to the effects of the general
economic crisis and partly to the fact that the retailers adulterated the drugs they sold up to
85 per cent or thereabouts.

Heroin was no longer imported into Egypt in bulk, but in a large number of small
consignments. It was noted that there had been an increase in the imports of smuggled opium
and hashish, the latter from Syria.

The Egyptian. delegate once more called the Committee's attention to the difficulties
encountered by the Egyptian Government in dealing with offences relating to drugs, owing
to the fact that the Egyptian legislation was not enforceable on a trafficker of foreign nationality.
In his view, Egypt would never be able to rid herself entirely of drug addiction until this problem
of the foreign drug trafficker was solved.

The Egyptian delegate added that, in the light of information in his possession, shipping
companies ought to control the activities of their employees and take strict measures in case
these employees became implicated in the illicit traffic.

(d) Situation in India.

The delegate of India informed the Committee that there had been a notable improvement
in the situation in India regarding illicit imports of cocaine, and recognised the efforts that
had been made by the Japanese Government to prevent such traffic.

The total seizures of cocaine in India showed an appreciable fall for the last two years.
There was still, however, a very great disproportion between these quantities and the legitimate
consumption of India.

The delegate of India drew attention to what seemed to him certain defects in the Japanese
regulations on the supervision of the traffic. In his view, there was no effective system of
continuous control from factory to consumer by way of the dealer.

The Japanese delegate expressed himself in favour of active co-operation with the Indian
Government with a view to achieving yet more satisfactory results, and observed that, in

:only seventeen out of forty-one seizures had it been found that the drugs were of Japanese
origin. He admitted that the present Japanese regulations were complicated, but observed
that they had not yet been able to make their effect fully felt and that the Government would
certainly amend them should it prove necessary.

(e) Situation in Turkey.
The Turkish delegate informed the Advisory Committee that the Turkish Government

had decided to accede to the Hague Convention of 1912, the Additional Protocol of 1914 and
the Geneva Convention of 1925. The decree on the subject would shortly be issued. The Turkish
delegate expressed his conviction that the accession of Turkey to these diplomatic instruments
would facilitate international co-operation with a view to the suppression of the illicit traffic.

The Committee emphasised the great importance of Turkey's accession to the diplomatic
Conventions and expressed its profound satisfaction at an event which had for years been
hoped for.

Perhaps the most important result would be to ensure the effective control of the production,
distribution and exportation of raw opium, and the control of the materials would, in turn,
facilitate control of manufacture.

(f) Situation in Persia.

The Persian delegate gave explanations to the Committee concerning the working of the
monopoly system for the export of raw opium, and the terms of the contract between the
Persian Government and the person holding the exclusive concession for the export of
raw opium.

The attention of the Persian delegate was drawn to the fact that the exports of opium to
Vladivostok had continued, although Article 5 of the contract with the concession-holder
provided that the latter must obtain import licences from the country of destination for all
quantities exported (1,700 chests of 72.5 kilogrammes each were despatched to Vladivostok
in 1931). It was further remarked that, under the terms of Article 4 of the contract, the
concession-holder was required to export an annual quantity of not less than 6,500 chests
of opium, and that this large figure was much higher than the figure of legitimate Persian
exports in the last few years. The Persian delegate stated that he would try to obtain details
regarding the import certificates under which the above-mentioned consignments had been
exported, and, if irregularities were found to exist, he would bring the matter to the attention
of his Government. He further stated that a minimum quantity for export had been fixed
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in order to prevent any opium being available for smuggling, and he contended that the
quantity in question was not higher than that required for licit trade.

He emphasised the considerable difficulties which his Government had met with in
controlling opium exports, and referred to the measures which had been taken to reduce poppy
growing.

The Committee noted with interest that the Persian Government had decided to ratify
the Convention of 1931. It hoped that that important step would shortly be followed by the
accession of Persia to the 1912 and 1925 Conventions.

(g) Situation in China.

The Committee heard with interest the Chinese delegate's account of his Government's
efforts to apply the legislative and administrative measures necessary for suppressing the
drug traffic. He drew attention to the special difficulties of the Chinese Government in the
campaign against narcotic drugs and to the fact that large quantities of heroin were seized
by the Chinese Maritime Customs in 1930 (580 kilogrammes as compared with 78 kilogrammes
in 1929). The Committee asked the Chinese delegate to use his influence with his Government
to secure full mutual co-operation between the Chinese Government and the other Governments
concerned (or the League) in the investigation of all important cases of seizures.

(h) Illicit Traffic carried on by Aeroplanes.

This question was laid before the Committee as the outcome of a proposal made to the
Fifth Committee of the 1931 Assembly by the Australian delegate. The Fifth Committee
requested the examination of the question of smuggling by aircraft, in view of the great
facilities afforded by air navigation for the illicit transport of drugs. The Advisory Committee
requested the Secretariat to ask the Communications and Transit Section to supply particulars
of the present system of control.

The Committee also considered the danger of drug addiction in the case of certain
occupations (airmen, chauffeurs, etc.), for the exercise of which certain specific proofs of
physical fitness were required. It adopted a resolution expressing a desire for this question
to be studied by the Health Committee.

As, however, that resolution was carried by only seven votes to six, the Council, on the
proposal of its Rapporteur, the representative of Yugoslavia, thought it best, at its meeting
of May 18th, not to take any decision in this matter for the time being.

7. WORK OF THE BANGKOK CONFERENCE ON THE CONTROL OF OPIUM-SMOKING IN THE FAR EAST.

The Committee discussed at great length the result of the Bangkok Conference.
Representatives both of countries parties to the Bangkok Agreement and of those not parties
to it took part in the discussion.

In the former category, the Chinese delegate explained why his country had not taken
part in the Conference. He further defined its attitude to the Conference and submitted
observations on the joint" Declaration in regard to the Illicit Traffic in Opium, " adopted
by that Conference. Both the Chinese delegate and the United States observer pointed out
that, in the opinion of their Governments, the only effective method of completely suppressing
the use of opium for smoking was prohibition by law.

Various representatives of the same category of countries expressed their regret that the
Bangkok Conference had not led to more conspicuous results in the direction of the suppression
of opium for smoking. They stressed the moral aspect of the problem, which must be entirely
free from any economic considerations. While appreciating the difficulties due to the situation
in China, they urged a policy the primary object of which would be to make the Governments
independent of the revenue they derived from opium, such revenue amounting in certain
instances to 30 per cent of the total revenue.

The representatives of the Governments which had signed the Bangkok Agreement, on the
other hand, strongly emphasised the fact that their Governments had performed their contractual
obligations, and were doing everything in their power under existing conditions to suppress
opium-smoking in their territories. But in view of the information possessed by the delegations
to the Bangkok Conference, which was examined in detail in the course of its work, the
Conference had come to the conclusion that, as long as the production and exportation of
raw opium was not subject to effective control and as long as opium was smuggled in large
quantities into the territories in question, any further large-scale restriction of opium-smoking
would merely have the effect of promoting the illicit traffic and illicit consumption of prepared
opium.

The Committee's attention was next invited to two recommendations in the Final Act of the
Bangkok Conference.

(a) Recommendation X in the Final Act of the Bangkok Conference.

The Advisory Committee considered this recommendation, which requested its assistance
with a view to scientific research on drug addiction, in particular on the physiological and
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psychological effects of the practice of smoking opium and opium dross, the constituents ofopium producing such effects, and the methods of cure of addiction to opium-smoking, etc.The Committee suggested that the views of the Governments concerned as to the desirabilityof the researches recommended should be ascertained, and that they should be asked whatfacilities could be provided for such researches and how far the matters referred to in therecommendation had already been investigated and with what results.

(b) Recommendation XI in the Final Act of the Bangkok Conference.
The Committee instructed a sub-committee consisting of the delegates of the countrieswhich took part in the Bangkok Conference, including among them the United States, togetherwith the delegates of Spain and China, to draw up a form of annual report on the points speciallymentioned in that recommendation.

8. PREPARATIONS FOR A CONFERENCE TO INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBILITY OF LIMITATION
AND CONTROL OF POPPY GROWING AND OF THE CULTIVATION AND HARVESTING OF
COCA LEAF.

The Committee had had before it two decisions on this subject: the Council's decisionof January 22nd, 1931, and the Assembly resolution of 1931, providing for the collection ofall material that might serve as a basis for the discussions of a Conference on the limitationof the production of opium and the cultivation and harvesting of the coca leaf.
The Committee undertook to draw up a questionnaire for this purpose to be addressed tothe Governments Members of the League of Nations.
After hearing the opinions of the delegates of Turkey and Persia, countries which wereparticularly interested, it decided to draw up two questionnaires, one for the opium poppyand another for the coca leaf. The general lines of a questionnaire on the opium poppy wereadopted, and the Secretariat was asked to prepare a draft for the consideration of the Committee.As regards the questionnaire on the coca leaf, the Committee decided that the representativesof Bolivia, Peru, Japan and the Netherlands, which were especially concerned in this question,and the Secretariat should proceed to preliminary consultations in order to prepare a draftquestionnaire which would be submitted to the Advisory Committee at its next session.The Council, at its meeting of May 18th, requested the Committee to do everything inits power to hasten as much as possible the collection of the necessary documentation, as askedby the twelfth Assembly. It expressed the opinion, however, that the question of the limitationof poppy cultivation and of the production of the coca leaf is an extremely complex problem,and that it is necessary that a complete documentation should be available before it was askedto take a definite decision to convoke the future Conference.

9. APPLICATION OF ARTICLES 10 AND 8 OF THE GENEVA CONVENTION OF 1925.

The Advisory Committee took note of the list of replies received from Governments whichhad accepted the recommendations made by the Health Committee, in virtue of Article 10of the Geneva Convention, concerning eucodal and dicodide, dilaudide, benzoylmorphine andother esters of morphine, as well as acedicone and the salts and preparations of these substances.It also noted with satisfaction the further decision of the Health Committee, adopted bythe Council on January 25th, 1932, which recommended that any of the substances enumeratedin Article 1, paragraph 2, Group I of the Convention for the Limitation of the Manufacture ofNarcotic Drugs, which were not already covered by the 1925 International Opium Convention,
be brought under the provisions of that Convention, in conformity with the provisions ofArticle 1 0.

The question of the application of Article 8 of the Geneva Convention was examined by theCommittee at the British delegate's request, following on a resolution adopted by the HealthCommittee in October 1931 exempting from the provisions of the 1925 Convention certainsterilised solutions of morphine or eucodal and atropine, on condition that they are deliveredin 1.1 cubic-centimetre ampoules. The British delegate explained that that recommendationwas contrary to the opinion given on the subject by the Legal Adviser of the Secretariat, andstated that, for the purposes of the application of Article 8, the Health Committee was simplyrequired to answer one question - namely, whether medicaments with which the drug iscompounded precluded in practice the recovery of the drug.It seemed to the Committee that the Health Committee's recommendation had raised a
question of principle, and that this point should be brought to the attention of the Council.The Council, at its meeting of May 18th, asked a Committee consisting of the Chairmen ofthe Opium Advisory Committee, of the Office internationale d'Hygiene publique and of theOpium Commission of the Health Committee to go into the point raised by the OpiumAdvisory Committee.
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10. REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS INSTRUCTED TO DRAW UP THE LIST OF

SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS FALLING UNDER THE HAGUE AND GENEVA

OPIUM CONVENTIONS.

The Committee noted with interest the report of the Sub-Committee on this subject and
the lists drawn up for the use of the Governments and Customs authorities, which were to be
sent to the Governments.

The Committee requested the Sub-Committee of Experts to continue its work with a view
to the periodical revision of the lists.

11. RENEWAL OF THE APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ELECTED BY THE COUNCIL

ON MAY 14TH, 1930.

The question was submitted to the Legal Section as to whether the three-year appointment
of the Members of the Advisory Committee newly elected by the Council on May 14th, 1930,
should start from the date of their nomination by the Council or from January 1931, the date
on which they first attended a session of the Advisory Committee.

The Legal Section stated that, from a strictly legal point of view, their appointment should
date from May 14th, 1930, but, from a practical point of view, taking into consideration that
they had not attended the sessions before January 1931, it would be desirable that the period
of three years should cover the years 1931, 1932 and 1933.

The Committee accepted the practical point of view set out in the opinion of the Legal
Section and requested the Council to be good enough to take it into consideration.

* *

The Council, at its meeting of May 18th, took note of the report and the resolutions
adopted by the Committee at its fifteenth session.

C. WORK OF THE PERMANENT CENTRAL OPIUM BOARD.

(a) CONCLUSIONS OF THE BOARD. - REPORT TO THE COUNCIL (SEPTEMBER 1931).

The Permanent Central Opium Board submitted to the Council on September 14th, 1931,
its annual report, in which it embodied the conclusions it had drawn from its examination of
the statistics communicated to it for 1930.

The situation in Turkey had been a cause of anxiety to the Board for the greater part of
1930, and this question (the facts of which were fully reported to the Council in February 1931
by the Opium Advisory Committee) was considered in all its aspects by the Board at its sessions
in January and April 1931. The Board then concluded that there appeared to be an actual
danger of Turkey becoming, if it had not already become, a centre of illicit traffic, and therefore
on April 20th, 1931, it addressed a letter to the Secretary-General of the League, in accordance
with the terms of Articles 24 and 26 of the Geneva Convention of 1925, requesting him to inform
the Turkish Government that the Board proposed to discuss the matter at its next session,
beginning on August 10th, and to invite the Turkish Government to send a representative to
be present at this discussion. On August 12th, the situation in Turkey was accordingly further
discussed by the Board. In the presence of the Turkish representative, the question was again
discussed on August 20th.

The Board came to the conclusion that, during the year 1930 and during the first weeks
of 1931, there was no doubt that Turkey had been a centre of the illicit traffic. It being, however,
the Board's duty under Articles 24 and 26 of the Geneva Convention to see whether there was
a present danger of the country in question becoming or continuing to be a centre of the illicit
traffic, the Board could not but take notice of certain recent events.

It appeared from the information at the disposal of the Board that after the issue of the
Decree of February 15th, 1931, by the Turkish Government concerning the control of narcotic
drugs, one of the three drug factories situated at Constantinople was closed, and the other two
were placed under the strictest supervision. Since that date, the legal export of manufactured
narcotic drugs from Turkey had practically ceased, and only one seizure of narcotic substances
of Turkish origin had been reported to the Advisory Committee. Moreover, the Board learned
that a draft law for the establishment of a monopoly of narcotics had been presented to the
Turkish National Assembly. There was therefore evidence that the Turkish Government
had realised the necesssity of taking rigorous and effective measures to suppress the illicit
traffic.

Relying on the fullest collaboration of the Turkish Government, the Board therefore
adjourned the question.

The Board, having examined the new Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and
Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, and especially those articles in it which more
directly affect the Central Board, reported to the Council that it considered that the new duties
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imposed on it by the Convention were not incompatible with the position of the Board, as at
present constituted.

In comparison with the previous year, the statistics received for 1930 had proved very
satisfactory. It was to be regretted, however, that for the French colonies fewer statistics
had been received for 1930 than for 1929. But, on the whole, the efforts made by the Central
Board to induce the competent authorities of the various countries to comply with the prescribed
classification and methods had yielded excellent results, and marked a considerable improvement
on the previous year; the ready co-operation of the Governments concerned was greatly
appreciated by the Board.

A close examination of the situation in the principal drug-manufacturing countries during
the year under review led the Board to the conclusion that, in general, there was a considerable
reduction in the total manufacture of morphine, in the conversion of substances not coming
under the Convention, and in the quantity of morphine available as such. The manufacture of
diacetylmorphine had increased. The total manufacture of cocaine had declined. The Board
drew attention to the fact that the figures reported to it did not give a complete picture of
the situation as regards drug manufacture all over the world. Turkey, for instance, although
manufacturing on a large scale, had given no report on manufacture to the Board, and, when
considering the manufacture of cocaine, account had to be taken of the fact that the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, which did not send in statistics to the Board, was known to
manufacture cocaine from imported crude cocaine.

In the cases where comparison between the stocks as reported to the Board and the stocks
as calculated by the Board from the figures received showed a marked difference, the Board
made informal enquiries.

At the outset of the Central Board's activities the particulars communicated by the various
Governments revealed, on examination, a somewhat large number of discrepancies. The Board,
in the early stages of its work, decided to submit a series of requests for further information
to the offices which were in process of organisation in the different countries, with a view to
the supervision of the trade in narcotics. Although this led to a multiplication of corre-spondence, and was calculated to expose the Board to the risk of losing the goodwill of the
officials in the various countries, it is easy to see now that the series of minor enquiries produced
an appreciable improvement. At each of its sessions the Board was able to note the progressive
elimination of the numerous contradictions which had previously been apparent in the figures
laid before it, and was glad to report that its experience had revealed practically no cases in
which the differences, on analysis, could be said to be due to fraud.

The report of the Central Board gave certain data and conclusions regarding the illicit
traffic during the year 1930. Thus, it was with much regret that the Board had to report that
more than a year after the coming into force of the Geneva Convention some four and a-half
tons of morphine and heroin escaped into the illicit traffic in one manufacturing country alone
- i.e., France. The French Government, however, informed the Board that it was taking
judicial proceedings in the matter, so that it is to be expected that the tightening up of the
system of control will soon be sufficiently perfect to render the recurrence of any considerable
leakage into the illicit traffic impossible.

According to the statistics supplied by Turkey, some 1,300 kilogrammes of morphine and
some 4,200 kilogrammes of heroin were exported to countries which, on enquiry by the Board,
had declared that no importation of drugs had been effected from Turkey during the period
in question. The only possible conclusion seemed to the Board to be that the whole of the
5,500 kilogrammes of narcotics exported from Turkey had escaped into the illicit -traffic. It
therefore appeared that from France and Turkey alone at least 3,675 kilogrammes of morphine
and 6,474 kilogrammes of heroin passed into the illicit traffic.

An enormous quantity of narcotic drugs was thus known to have passed into the illicit
traffic during 1930, but, in reporting this to the Council, the Board declared itself convinced
that the illicit traffic thrived in the dark, and that as soon as a Government had traced it to its
source and proclaimed the facts to the world, it might be confidently assumed that the traffic
would be suppressed.

(b) THE SESSIONS OF THE BOARD.

At its sessions held in October 1931 and January 1932, the Permanent Central Opium
Board, in accordance with the routine procedure it has now adopted, devoted considerable
attention to the international legitimate traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs up to and
including the preceding quarters for which statistics of imports and exports of narcotics had
been received - i.e., the second and third quarters of 1931.

The Board further examined the replies to certain enquiries which it had instituted
concerning countries in which the stocks of narcotics reported, as existing at the end of 1930
had differed appreciably from the stocks which, according to the Board's calculation, should
have existed in the country on that date.

At its session in January 1932, the Board examined the Convention for Limiting the
Manufacture and Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed on July 13th, 1931,
special attention being devoted to the duties devolving upon the Board as a result of the
provisions of that Convention.

As the quantity of narcotic drugs to be manufactured is in future to be limited to the sum
of the requirements of each country for medical and scientific purposes, the examination of
the statistics of consumption becomes doubly important. Unless the legitimate consumption
of each country is accurately ascertained, the total amount of manufactured drugs will not be
correct. The Central Board therefore addressed a number of letters last year to countries in
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which the consumption was high, calling the attention of the Governments concerned to the
matter. If the statistics of the medical consumption of opiates in various countries are to be
usefully analysed, and the consumption in one country compared with that in another, it is
plainly necessary that some common basis be established on which this comparison can be
founded. The establishment of such a basis appeared to the Board to be a matter of grave
importance, and it considered the question of establishing some standard method by which
consumption in different countries could be ascertained. It decided that to do this would require
a technical knowledge which the Board, as a whole, does not possess, and it therefore
decided to refer the matter to the Health Committee for its expert advice.

B7.

NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES.

After having examined the first report of the Governing Body of the Office, which had
then only been in existence for some few months, the Assembly, at its twelfth session, adopted
a certain number of resolutions relating to the future work of the Office. These resolutions
related, in the first place, to the transfer of Armenian refugees to the Republic of Erivan
and to the evacuation of Russian refugees in China. The Assembly also asked the Office
to study, in conjunction with the Intergovernmental Advisory Commission for Refugees,
the advisability of preparing a convention for the protection of refugees after the winding-up
of the Office.

The Governing Body of the Office held its fourth and fifth sessions on October 28th, 1931,
and April 20th, 1932, when it examined reports from its Managing and Financial Committees
on the general work of the Office, and particularly on the matters referred to above.

As a unanimous wish had been expressed by the Armenian organisations that the Armenian
refugees should be transferred to Armenia (Erivan) and these refugees were willing to proceed to
that country, about 4,750 refugees, mostly indigent, were transferred from Greece. According to
reports received from the representatives of Armenian organisations, these refugees were well
received, were provided with lodgings and temporary assistance, and were found employment
in the various industrial and agricultural enterprises of the country. The Office is further
considering the transfer from Bulgaria of approximately 1,000 unemployed refugees who have
received permits to enter Armenia, where arrangements have been made by the Armenian
Government for their settlement and employment.

The Office also assisted the Mennonite organisations, which had been entrusted with the
duty of evacuating about 800 Russian refugees from Harbin.

In compliance with the Assembly's recommendation regarding the advisability of preparing
a convention for the protection of refugees after the winding-up of the Office, a questionnaire
has been sent to the members of the Governing Body, the Inter-governmental Commission
for Refugees, the Advisory Committee for private refugee organisations, and to the represen-
tatives of the Office, in order to supplement, as far as possible, the information at the disposal
of the Office and to decide on the best steps to be taken.

The Office has also made successful progress with the establishment of Armenian refugees
in Syria. So far it has been possible to arrange for 15,750 refugees to leave unhealthy camps and
settle in agricultural colonies or urban quarters. The expenses involved by this work,
amounting to about 91/2 millions of French francs, were placed at the disposal of the Office by
the French Government and by various philanthropic organisations interested in the question.

Apart from this strictly defined work, the Office, through its representatives, has continued
the work of-settling, or finding employment for the refugees. Present circumstances are far
from favourable, but employment was found for nearly 1,500 between April 1st, 1931, and
April 30th, 1932, thanks largely to individual repayable loans amounting to 152,688.55 Swiss
francs, and non-repayable grants amounting to 5,307.80 Swiss francs, which were accorded to
a considerable number of the refugees. The Office has, moreover, granted to numerous refugee
organisations repayable loans to a total of 155,814.95 Swiss francs and non-repayable subsidies
to a total of 141,002.75 Swiss francs, to enable them to continue their activities on behalf
of indigent refugees, aged sick and tuberculous persons, young students and children.

The accounts for the year 1931 show that, during the first nine months of its existence,
the Office has expended for the benefit of the refugees a total of 1,700,000 Swiss francs.

The representatives of the Office have furthermore carried out, within the limits of the
accessions to the arrangement of June 30th, 1928, the duties imposed upon them by Article 1 (f).
Official status has been granted to representatives in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, France,
Switzerland and Yugoslavia for the exercise of the functions provided for under (a) to (e) of the
article in question,

The Governing Body has approved the budget of the Office for the year 1933, in which
provision is made for- credits for-the maintenance of representatives in Belgium, Bulgaria,
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China, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Greece, Poland and the Baltic States, Syria andYugoslavia. The Office has also been glad -to accept an offer for the provision of an honoraryrepresentative in Roumania. As regards Turkey, the Governing Body has ratified an arrangementproviding for the maintenance of an honorary representative of the Office until the end of 1933Colonel Bicknell, Vice-President of the American Red Cross, formerly Secretary-Generaiof the League of Red Cross Societies, resigned his position as regular member of the GoverningBody on his return to America. The Governing Body unanimously elected in his place ProfessorG. Werner, Vice-President of the International Red Cross Committee, whose place as substitute
member has been takn by Mr. Swift, the present Secretary-General of the League of RedCross Societies.

18.

INTERNATIONAL RELIEF UNION.

The instruments of ratification of the Convention of July 12th, 1927, were deposited onbehalf of Czechoslovakia on August 21st, 1931, of Turkey on March 10th, 1932, and of Franceon April 27th, 1932.
These ratifications bring up to 564 units the number of shares in the initial fund of theUnion which have been subscribed by the Members of the League of Nations who are Membersof the Union.
While a certain number of shares contributed by a few non-member States who becamecontracting parties to the Convention should be added to the above figure, the total of 600units which must be subscribed before the Convention can come into force has not yet beenreached.

19.

INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION.

In a resolution dated September 21st, 1931, the Assembly recognised the existence of theIntellectual Co-operation Organisation " as such. According to this resolution, the Organi-sation comprises "the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, which is theadvisory body of the League of Nations; the commissions and committees dependent on it;the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, its executive organ, and the InternationalEducational Cinematographic Institute, these two institutes having been placed at the League'sdisposal under the conditions laid down in their respective statutes; and the NationalCommittees on Intellectual Co-operation, whose representatives may be called upon to meetoccasionally in conference on the proposal of the International Committee on IntellectualCo-operation .

1. PLENARY COMMITTEE.

(a) Convocation of the Committee.

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation will hold its fourteenth sessionfrom July 18th, 1932, onwards. A summary of the results will be given in the supplementary

(b) Adjustment of the Work of the Organisation and Comnposition of the Committee.
On January 26th, 1932, the Council of the League of Nations adopted a resolution requestingthe Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to consider, at its next session, what arrangementsmight be made for safeguarding the whole of the work of the Organisation during the periodof financial restriction, which, according to the Assembly's intention, is to be only temporaryThe Council also decided to postpone until its session in September 1932 any decision relating tothe composition or renewal of the Committee. The supplementary report will contain a summaryof the proposals which the International Committee puts forward in July on this subject. OnMarch 30th, 1932, the Executive Committee decided to appoint some of its members to formn a

sub-committee for the purpose of examining in detail the proposals to be made to the plenary

7 A
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2. PERMANENT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND LETTERS.

This Committee held its second session on May 12th, 13th and 14th, 1932. In view of the
commemoration of the Goethe centenary, the session was held at Frankfort at the invitation
of the municipality of Frankfort. A discussion on Goethe, in which most of the members of the
Committee joined, formed part of the programme. A summary of the results of this session
will be given in the supplementary report.

3. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Since the last Assembly, the Executive Committee has held two sessions - in November 1931
and March 1932 - at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. Owing to
the unfavourable financial situation, one of the annual sessions has had to be omitted. The
Executive Committee has kept in close touch with the progress of the questions which were
included by the Plenary Committee in July 1931 in the Organisation's programme of work, and
with which the Paris Institute or the Geneva Secretariat were instructed to deal. It conducted
a preliminary examination of the questions to be submitted to the committees of experts. It
studied the conclusions which these committees had reached, and gave an opinion on the action
to be taken in consequence. A summary of most of its work is given in another chapter (see 10

" Work of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation ").
The Executive Committee had also to give an opinion regarding the inclusion of new

questions in the programme of work, and to examine a number of suggestions submitted to it.

4. CO-OPERATION WITH THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

In consequence of the decisions taken by the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation at
its last session, which were approved by the Council and Assembly in September 1931, the
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has co-operated in two different ways in the reform of
public education in China.

(a) Mission of Educational Experts.

The mission of educational experts, whose appointment had been previously decided
upon, was occupied with its work in China from September 1931 to January 1932. Its members
- Dr. Becker, former Prussian Minister of Education, Professor at Berlin University ; M. Falski,
of the Polish Ministry of Education ; M. Langevin, of the College de France; and Mr. Tawney,
of London University - were assisted by Mr. F. P. Walters (Personal Assistant to the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations), M. Bonnet (Director of the Institute of Intellectual
Co-operation) and, for questions of educational cinematography, M. Sardi (representing the
International Educational Cinematographic Institute).

In spite of difficult circumstances, the mission succeeded in accomplishing useful work, and
reached unanimous conclusions. Its members had divided the work among them. Each prepared
reports on their voyage. These statements were co-ordinated at a Conference held in Paris
on April 6th, 1932. The report will be communicated to the Chinese Government and to the
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and the Council of the League. Further
particulars of this document will be given in the supplementary report.

(b) Appointment of Three Professors to the University of Nanking.

At its thirteenth session, the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation learnt the first results
of the negotiations for the appointment, at the request of the Chinese Government, of three
professors, from different European countries, to teach for two years at the Nanking Central
University. In the course of the year, these negotiations were brought to a successful conclusion
and the three professors took up their posts at Nanking. They are : Mr. H. N. Davy, M.A.,
of University College, Nottingham, for English language and literature; M. Ed. Parejas,
Professor of Geology at Geneva University ; and M. von Wissmann, geographer and explorer,
of the University of Vienna. In spite of the temporary closing of Nanking University, these
professors have been able to continue their teaching and to direct certain research work.

5. COMMITTEES OF EXPERTS.

The Intellectual Co-operation Organisation considers it useful to have recourse frequently
to committees of experts. A great many of these committees have sat during the period under
review. As most of them met at the Institute, which acted as their Secretariat, a summary
of their work is given under the heading " Work of the International Institute of Intellectual
Co-operation ".
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6. NATIONAL COMMITTEES.

The International Committee has on several occasions emphasised the importance of the
National Committees, and the Assembly endorsed this opinion in its inresolution adopted inSeptember 1931. At its thirteenth session, therefore, the Committee asked for a General
Conference of National Committees to be convened at Berne in 1934 in connection with theInternational Exhibition of Popular Arts. It will be impossible, however, to hold theexhibition on the date originally proposed, oing to the abstention of many countries whichhad been invited to take part. The holding of the Conference has also, therefore, had to bepostponed. It has nevertheless been possible to prepare a short descriptive list of National
Committees, showing their composition and methods of work. It seems likely that the various
National Committees will find a publication of this kind useful in their mutual relations;
it will be printed before the opening of the fourteenth session of the Plenary Committee.

7. SCIENTIFIC PROPERTY.

The Institute of Intellectual Co-operation has continued its enquiry into scientists'
rights in the liht of the observations made by certain Governments concerning the draftConvention on the protection of those rights (see Chapter 10, " Work of the International
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation ", page 104).

8. EDUCATION.

A delegation of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the Aimsof the League of Nations has been convened for July 12th and 13th next. An account of thediscussions of this meeting will be given in the supplementary report.
The Institute of Intellectual Co-operation has proceeded with its work in the matter ofeducation. Several committees of experts have sat during the year, and various enquiries are now

in progress (see Chapter 10, "Work of the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation", page 101).
The efforts of the Geneva Branch of the Educational Information Centrel have been mainly

directed towards three ends:

(a) Enquiry into Instruction in International Relations in Teachers' Training Colleges.

In view of the great importance of instruction in schools of all grades regarding inter-national relations, and the training of those responsible for that teaching, it was decided thatan enquiry should be made of Governments. This enquiry will be concerned with the scope andmethods of such teaching in training colleges and other similar institutions. A questionnaire,
approved by the Executive Committee, has been sent out to Governments. A few replieshave already been received by the Secretariat.

(b) Enquiry of Institutes for the Scientific Study of International Relations.

In June 1931, at the Copenhagen meeting of Institutes for the Scientific Study of Inter-national Relations and of the Joint Committee set up by those Institutes and the Sub-Co'mmittee of Experts, it was decided that an enquiry should be made of institutes of political
studies. The aim of this enquiry is to associate such institutes more intimately with the workof the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League of
Nations. It is concerned with the methods and organisation of the study of internationalrelations in higher educational establishments, and with the support which these Institutes
might lend to the study of international relations and of the activities of the League, insecondary schools and teachers' training-colleges. A questionnaire-report has been sent toall the Institutes represented at the Conference, and to a number of similar organisations.
The Sub-Committee of Experts will be able, next July, to form an idea of the first resultsof this enquiry.

(c) Production of an Educational Filmn dealing with the League of Nations.

The Sub-Committee of Experts had instructed the Geneva Educational Information
Centre to undertake, jointly with certain interested institutions, a preliminary enquiryregarding the possibility of producing and circulating one or more educational films dealingwith the work of the League. The object of the enquiry was to obtain particulars regardingthe preparation of appropriate scenarios, the cost of production, and the possible market forsuch films. Producers and users of educational films were to be consulted, so that a programme
might be prepared for the production and circulation of films dealing with the history andwork of the League, the International Labour Office, and the Permanent Court of International

1 For the work of the Paris branch, see pages 101 and 102.
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Justice. A meeting of representatives of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office,
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, the International Cinematographic
Institute, and several international and private national organisations experienced in the
use of these films, and also the cinema industry, met at Paris on April 28th and 29th. This
meeting recommended that the scenarios of a series of educational films dealing with the League
should be prepared by the Secretariat, and that their technical execution should be entrusted
to the International Educational Cinematographic Institute. The conclusions of this committee
will be submitted to the Sub-Committee of Experts and the Committee on Intellectual Co-
operation.

9. MORAL DISARMAMENT.

On September 17th, 1931, the Polish Government communicated to the Secretary-General
a memorandum containing proposals for moral disarmament, with a view to the discussion
of the question by the Disarmament Conference. Several proposals contained in the Polish
memorandum come within the scope of the work at present being conducted by the Intellectual
Co-operation Organisation. The Executive Committee of the Organisation therefore decided,
at its November 1931 session, to place at the disposal of the Conference a full statement of
the Organisation's activities in the domain of moral disarmament. This document was
submitted to the Political Commission of the Conference, and then to the Special Committee
which the latter set up to study moral disarmament.

On the basis of the material supplied by the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, a
preliminary draft text was prepared and submitted to the Special Committee. The supple-
mentary report will contain a statement of the result of the discussions on this subject, together
with any suggestions that may be made by the Sub-Committee of Experts and the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, which have placed this question on the agenda of
their next sessions.

10. WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION.

I. General Activities.
1. Moral Disarmament.

Having received from the Polish Government certain proposals for " moral disarmament ",
the International Conference for the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments has appointed
a committee to enquire into the question. The Institute has supplied the committee with
all the necessary material, and is remaining in constant touch with it.

2. International Co-operation of Intellectual Workers; " Correspondence ", " Conversations ".

The Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters has been endeavouring, in the interests
of the League of Nations, to organise exchanges of ideas on subjects of particular and immediate
interest. It proposes, in this connection, to inaugurate " correspondence " and " conversa-
tions " between persons specially representative of modern thought.

The Institute has already received several letters; as soon as it has a sufficient number
of these in hand, it will publish them in a volume.

The Institute will also doubtless shortly be in a position to publish the first " conversa-
tion ", which took place at Frankfort on May 12th and was devoted to Goethe.

3. Liaison between Institutes for the Scientific Study of International Relations: Milan
Conference.

The Institute has endeavoured during the year to inaugurate a new form of intellectual
co-operation - namely, contributions, conceived in a purely scientific spirit and on a broad
international basis, to the study of various problems which are of particular moment at the
present time. The Conference which met at Milan may be quoted as an example. Within
the general limits of the work of co-ordination undertaken by the Intellectual Co-operation
Organisation between the various Institutes for the Scientific Study of International Relations,
the representatives of those Institutes, who are all professors or scientists of recognised standing,
discussed the problem of the relationship between the State and economic life. The state-
ments made at Milan and the Minutes of the Conference will, if possible, be collected together
into a volume and published.

4. Documentation: Bibliography of Translations.

In accordance with the instructions of the Internatilonal Committee on Intellectual Co-
operation, the Institute convened on December 18th and 19th, 1931, a committee of experts
which decided the manner in which an international bibliography of translations (Index
Translationum) should be published. This index will be published every three months from
July 1932.
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II. Education.

1. Proposals of the Committee of Directors of Higher Education.

The object of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in convening the Directors of
Higher Education of a number of Ministries of Education was twofold : to increase the efficacy
of various measures advocated by international students' organisations or national university
offices; and, more particularly, to establish regular contact between -the various national
Education Departments.

The meeting took place on February 29th and March 1st, 1932. The following subjects
were discussed: possibility of international co-operation in the sphere of higher education;
international exchange of professors; international scholarships; exchange of students;
overcrowding of universities and intellectual careers; vocational guidance; admission of
foreigners to universities; equivalence of university degrees and studies.

This first meeting was highly encouraging, and meetings will take place periodically in
future.

2. Meeting of International Students' Associations.

Two meetings of international students' organisations were held s usual, the first in the
autumn of 1931 and the second in the spring of 1932. In addition to the customary activities
-- mainly the co-ordination of national and international efforts on behalf of foreign students

one problem was studied which is of particular interest to the modern student world -
namely, the social rle of e student in the community.

3. Teaching and Study of International Relations.

Much evidence has been forthcoming, during the year, of the need of developing the
teaching of international relations. This problem is consequently foremost in the thoughts
of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and will be discussed at the July
session of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, which will consult the
next meeting of Directors of Higher Education on the subject.

The main proposals concern:

(a) The creation of chairs of international relations (proposal of the Committee
of International Students' Associations which met at the International Institute of
Intellectual Co-operatio on n April 20th, 1932).

(b) Study of international relations in every grade of education, in a manner
appropriate to the pupils' age and degree of education.

(c) Importance, in adult education, of teaching regarding international relations
and the League of Nations. Interesting results have been obtained by the International
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation in the course of enquiries conducted in connection
with several special subjects (popular libraries, educational broadcasting, etc.).

4. Liaison between University Institutes for the History of Art and Archwology.

The enquiries with a view to the constitution of an international centre of institutes of
art and archaeology entered this year upon a practical stage, following a meeting at the Institute
(on January 28th and 29th, 1932) of a number of professors of archeology and of the history
of art. These decided to recommend the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation
to establish a link between their institutes. In collaboration with the International Academic
Union, the Permanent Committee of International Congresses on the History of Art, and similar
bodies, they also prepared a plan for joint endeavour to facilitate research work.

5. Revision of School Textbooks.

A committee of experts, consisting mainly of historians and educationists, mnet at the
Institute on February 15th and 16th, 1932. It suggested new methods for the revision of
school textbooks. These proposals will be submitted to the Committee on Intellectual
Co-operation and to the Council and Assembly of the League.

6. University Exchanges.

Widening its previous co-ordinative efforts as between national university offices and
international students' organisations, the Institute has this year devoted attention to all
organisations, national or international, concerned with students abroad. This work is mainly
secretarial. In particular, a new half-yearly bulletin has been published under the title
Students Abroad (L'Ehtdiant a l'Etlanger), as well as an international list of interested
organisations.

7. Enquiry into Exchanges of Primary and Secondary Schoolchildren.

At the request of the Sub-Committee of Experts on Education, the Institute is now
preparing a report defining the methods followed and evaluating the results obtained. This
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report will be submitted to the Sub-Committee of Experts and to the Plenary Committee next
July.

8. Creation of Educational Information Centres, and Liaison between such Centres.

A Committee of Experts, including, in particular, several directors of elementary education,
met at the Institute on February 11th and 12th, 1932. It recommended that an educational
information centre should be established in every country, and that these centres should
form themselves into an international group. This scheme will be submitted to the Plenary
Committee and to the Council and Assembly of the League.

9. Wireless in Schools.

Likewise, at the request of the Sub-Committee of Experts on Education, the Institute is
preparing a report on educational broadcasting (education in general and instruction regarding
the League of Nations). This statement will be submitted to the Sub-Committee of Experts
next July.

At the request of the twelfth Assembly of the League of Nations, the Institute is also
preparing a report on broadcasting and propaganda in favour of the League and good
international relations. The work will doubtless be sufficiently advanced to justify
communicating its results to the thirteenth Assembly.

10. Continuation Classes; Use of Popular Libraries and Popular Arts for Workers' Spare
Time.

At the request of the International Labour Organisation, the Institute has been conducting
a twofold enquiry into the use of popular libraries by workers in their spare time, and the
use of popular arts for the same purpose. The report on popular libraries has been sent to the
International Labour Office; that on popular arts is nearing completion.

11. Liaison with the Major Associations.

As in the past, the Institute has acted as secretariat for a large number of international
associations grouped together under the title of " Liaison Committee ". The object of
these joint efforts is to promote knowledge regarding the League of Nations, not as a result
of Government action, but by private co-operation.

III. Scientific Activities.

1. Exact and Natural Sciences.

The programme of the Institute in the domain of the exact and natural sciences was
established by a Committee of Scientific Advisers which met at Geneva in July 1931. This
programme includes the four following points :

(a) Co-ordination of Scientific Terminologies. - A committee met last March, consisting
of delegates of the Unions of physics, chemistry, and biology, and of theInternational Electro-
technical Commission. It requested the Institute to form an international centre of scientific
documentation. It also recommended the Institute to draft a critical report on the results
already achieved, with a view to a subsequent meeting, and expressed the hope that the various
systems of measures would be unified.

(b) Liaison between Scientific Museums. - The United States National Committee has
asked the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation to deal with this question. The Institute
has begun an enquiry with a view to ascertaining the exact points on which co-operation would
be desirable. The Executive Committee of the International Committee on Intellectual
Co-operation has decided to convene a small committee of directors of scientific museums to
prepare the programme.

(c) Co-ordination of Scientific Bibliographies. The Committee of Scientific Advisers
drafted detailed rules for the preparation of summaries of scientific articles published in reviews;
it has instructed the Institute to take steps to secure the adoption of these rules by scientific
societies in their periodicals. Efforts in this direction have already been made in the cases of
Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain, the United States of America, France, the
Netherlands, Japan, Roumania, etc. Positive results have already been achieved.

(d) List of Scientific Laboratories. - The Committee of Scientific Advisers instructed
the Institute to publish a list of scientific laboratories, indicating, in particular, the facilities
for the admission of foreign research workers in each. After various consultations, the Institute
decided to begin with a list of physical laboratories. Over 3,000 cards have been prepared,
and questionnaires have been sent to various countries.

The Institute has also undertaken to co-operate closely with existing international bodies,
notably the International Council of Unions and the Unions themselves.
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2. Other Activities.

(a) Libraries. - In this sphere, the Institute has devoted much attention to an enquiry
regarding the utilisation of popular libraries from the standpoint of workers' spare time. The
results have demonstrated the desirability of co-operation between the Institute, the Inter-
national Labour Office and bodies concerned with popular education in several directions -
the creation of schools of librarianship, the increasing of the number of libraries, workers'
education, and the publication of special books for the purpose of broadening the outlook of
the workers. The Institute has also been engaged in carrying out the resolutions of the
Committee of Library Experts, and preparing for the next meeting of that Committee. The
resolutions refer to the following points: publication of a second edition of the Guide to
National Information Services in connection with the Major Libraries, utilisation of libraries
for the instruction of young people in the aims of the League, publication of a supplement
to the Code of Abbreviations of titles of periodicals, standardisation of periodicals (size,
bibliographical marginal notes, bibliographical index-cards).

(b) Archives. - The principle of co-ordinated efforts by central archives departments
having been approved by the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation last July,
the Committee of Expert Archivists, which met for the first time in the spring of 1931, was
reconstituted on definitive lines. In its new form, the Committee met at the Institute on
December 20th and 21st, 1931. Of the programme of work it had outlined for the first
meeting, it retained several points of particularly urgent interest, connected with the accessibility
of archives, the standardisation of terminology, the general application of certain legal rules,
etc. A general guide to archives is also being prepared at the Institute.

(c) Standardisation of Written Characters. - Professor Tanakadate's proposal concerning
the universal adoption of Roman characters was submitted to the twelfth session of the
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. The latter, after discussion, recommended
all countries to consider the possibility of adopting these characters in their written languages
and, when different systems of orthography are employed, to standardise the orthography as
soon as possible according to the nature of each language.

At its thirteenth session, the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation noted
the first results of the enquiry undertaken by the International Institute, and instructed the
latter to continue the investigation opened in 1930 and report on the results in 1932.

Up to the present, the Institute has received information regarding the position of this
question in the following countries: Annam, Bulgaria, Egypt, India, Japan, Persia, Yugoslavia.
Replies are still awaited from some other countries. In the meantime, the Institute has
succeeded in obtaining information from experts living in Paris, and in collecting a certain
amount of material. Data concerning Hebrew and Yiddish have also been obtained.

IV. Literary Questions.

1. Enquiry into the Teaching of Poetry.

On the recommendation of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, the Institute
has conducted an enquiry into the teaching of poetry. The results were communicated to
the Committee at its May 1932 session at Frankfort.

2. Broadcasting of Poems and Music.

(a) The Recitation of Poetry. - The Institute first consulted the International Bureau
of the Telegraphic Union and the International Broadcasting Union as to the way in which the
resolution of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters concerning the broadcasting of
poems and music could best be put into effect. It then communicated this resolution to
1,190 stations depending on sixty centres throughout the world, with the request that the
stations would keep it informed of the results obtained. The stations which have already
replied appear to be prepared to take the Committee's decisions into account and some of
them even wish to have their attempts directed.

(b) Music. - The International Institute has agreed with the International Broadcasting
Union as to the action to be taken on the resolution of the Permanent Committee on Arts and
Letters concerning broadcasting concerts intended to familiarise one people with the music
of others.

3. The Theatre from an International Standpoint.
In conformity with a resolution adopted by the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters,

the International Institute has conducted an enquiry into the theatre from an international
point of view. The following points will be dealt with : Foreign theatrical tours, touring
companies, international collections of printed plays, etc.

4. Ibero-American Collection.

In July 1931, the Plenary Committee reorganised the Ibero-American collection. The
publication committee for this collection, under the chairmanship of M. de Reynold, has prepared
a publishing programme for the coming year, which relates, in particular, to folk-lore.
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V. Fine Arts.

1. Activities of the International Museums Office.

Pursuing its studies in the sphere of the preservation of works of art, the International
Museums Office organised a conference of experts at Athens in 1931, with an agenda comprising
questions connected with the protection and preservation of artistic and historical monuments.
The proceedings of the conference show how necessary international co-operation is between
national authorities concerned with the fine arts.

During the last year also, the Office took steps to ascertain whether it might be possible
to conclude an international agreement for preventing, or enforcing penalties for, the sale of
works of art stolen from public collections or smuggled abroad.

Continuing its enquiries as to the best means of promoting the creation of museums of
plaster casts in countries which do not possess original works, the Office has endeavoured to
lay the foundations of an agreement between the official workshops of various countries with
a view to reducing the cost of plaster casts and encouraging their wider distribution.

In addition to the quarterly review, Mouseion, the Office is publishing monthly notes
entitled Museums and Monuments, which afford a wealth of information to all who are interested
in museums and the preservation of monuments (items of current interest, reviews, and short
biographical accounts).

2. Recorded Music.

In consequence of the resolution (July 1931) of the Permanent Committee on Arts and
Letters, a small committee of experts sat at the International Institute on December 21st and
22nd, 1931. After examining the material collected by the Institute, these experts made various
recommendations concerning the publication of an international list of existing resources in
recorded music, the creation of gramophone-record libraries in every country, the sources of
supply for such libraries, international circulation by means of exchange and loan, etc.

3. Popular Arts.

The enquiry concerning the use of popular art for workers' spare time, undertaken at the
request of the International Labour Office, is nearing completion. A memorandum based on
some thirty reports from national intellectual co-operation committees, national committees
for popular arts, and several specialists, is being prepared. The Institute has also continued
to co-operate with the International Committee on Popular Arts, particularly as regards
preparations for a meeting of the Bureau, which took place on April 1st, 1932, and a plenary
meeting to be held in the summer of the same year.

At the beginning of the year, it completed the publication entitled " Popular Arts " (Acts
and Memoranda of the Prague Congress). Of the 600 copies subscribed to by the Institute,
only seventy still remain.

VI. Intellectual Rights.

In the legal sphere, the Institute, in liaison with the International Labour Office, the Rome
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law, 1 and the Berne International
Bureau, has extended its efforts to improve the international protection of intellectual rights.

Further enquiries have been conducted with regard to scientists' rights. The Institute
has also begun, with the help of the professional organisations concerned, to prepare proposals
for the forthcoming revision of the Berne Convention. Jointly with the Rome International
Institute for the Unification of Private Law, it has likewise been engaged in an attempt to
harmonise the Berne and Havana Conventions, and has succeeded in having this point included
in the agenda of the seventh Pan-American Conference.

VII. Publications.
(a) Periodicals.

The various periodicals, the Bulletin de la coopefration intellectuelle, Mouseion, the Bulletin
de la Correspondance scolaire internationale, have been published regularly. Several numbers
of the Bulletin de la coopeŽration intellectuelle have been devoted to subjects of prime importance,
such as the mission of the League of Nations experts in China, moral disarmament, the scientific
organisation of intellectual work, and the Goethe centenary.

Three new publications of this kind were launched this year ; the Bulletin of Organisations
dealing with Students Abroad, the Index Translationum, and the English edition of the Bulletin
de la Cooperation intellectuelle, entitled Monthly Information Bulletin of Intellectual Co-operation.

1 See page 2.
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(b) Volumes and Monographs.

Five works have been published and put on sale " The Revision of School Textbooks ""Holiday Courses in Europe 1932" (French, English and German)," Supplement to theInternational Code of Abbreviations of the Titles of Periodicals ", second volume of " PopularArt ", " Index Bibliographicus ".
Several other volumes are in preparation or in the press: second French edition ofUniversity Exchanges in Europe ", "Guide to National Services of Information, Loansand International Interchanges ", " International List of Scientific Research Laboratories "The Protection and Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments ", new volumes ofthe Ibero-American collection, first volume of "Conversations" devoted to Goethe, firstvolume of" Correspondance ", " Acts of the Milan Conference on the Relationship between theState and Economic Life ", etc.

11. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE.

At its session held in January 1932, the Council of the League of Nations consideredthe report submitted by the Governing Body of the International Educational CinematographicInstitute on the work of that organisation from October 1930 to October 1931. It noted theresignation of Dr. Paranjpye, member of the Governing Body, who had been obliged toreturn to his own country.

(a) Work of the Institute during the Past Year.

In a resolution dated January 26th, 1932, the Council noted the results obtained duringthe last year. The Institute has since further developed its co-operation with other Leaguebodies and bodies interested in the problem of educational films. In particular, an agreementhas been reached with the International Chamber of Educational Films at Basle and withthe " International Commission for Teaching and Social Education by means of the Cinemaand Broadcasting (Paris). The Film and Broadcasting Committee of the InternationalCouncil of Women held an important conference at the headquarters of the Institute, whichlent its technical assistance.
In agreement with the League Secretariat, the Institute has proceeded with the work ofpreparing the International Convention for the Abolition of Customs Duties on EducationalFilms. As a result of the replies received to the Secretary-General's circular letter from theGovernments of forty-six countries, it has been decided to convene on May 30th, 1932, a smallcommittee of experts to consider possible amendments to the draft. The Institute has alsolent effective aid in studying the most appropriate methods of producing educational filmsconcerning the League of Nations (see Chapter 8). In this connection, the Institute has beenin close touch with producers and scenario-writers.

The cinema is bound to bring about a considerable change in teaching methods. TheInstitute is keeping a careful eye on all experiments in this infield. It is also interested in educa-tional cinematography from a social point of view, as regards the utilisation of workers' sparetime and in connection with public health, agriculture, and accident prevention. There are thusopening out before the Institute new vistas of useful work in the collection of material and inthe encouragement or initiation of original effort. The Institute has made a comparative studyof laws concerning the cinema in varous countries, particularly as regards the censorship offilms and health regulations for cinema-theatres. It has continued to co-operate with organi-sations such as the Advisory Commission for the Protection and Welfare of Children andYoung People, the Health Section of the League of Nations, the International LabourOffice, the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and its Museums Office, theInternational Institute of Agriculture, and the League of Red Cross Societies.

(b) Decisions of the Governing Body.

In January 1932, the Council of the League of Nations approved the Institute's StaffRegulations, prepared by the Governing Body. After taking cognisance of the.results of thework accomplished, the Governing Body of the Institute adopted the programme of workfor the present year.
It requested the Director of the Institute to continue to co-operate with the competentorgans of the League as regards the production of educational films concerning the League.It pointed out that the work should be as practical as possible, so that these films might befavourably received in educational circles and would also meet the requirements of producers.1The Governing Body approved the proposal of the Director and of the Executive Committeeto undertake negotiations with a view to constituting international and national cinematographarchives. The Director may, if necessary, obtain the assistance of the International Committeeon Economic Science and of the Committee of Expert Archivists.

As regards copyright in scenarios, the Governing Body has asked the Director to co-operatewith the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation with a view to co-ordinating theenquiries on this subject with the more general studies regarding copyright. It has authorisedthe publication of international catalogues of films of an educational character.
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At the request of the Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, the Institute has been
instructed to proceed with its negotiations with a view to ensuring that every cinematograph
performance shall include one educational film.

The Governing Body has authorised the Director to convene representatives of film-
producers and international organisations of users. It has instructed him to prepare a report
on the production of films on folk-lore and popular arts.

In order to ensure that the International Review of Educational Cinematography, published
each month by the Institute in five languages, shall secure the most helpful advice and the
best contributors, the Governing Body proposed to set up a technical committee for the Review.

The number of subscribers to the Review increased by 400 during 1931.

(c) Budget.

Income and expenditure for 1931 amounted to 1,206,000 lire. Income includes, besides
the statutory grant of 600,000 lire from the Italian Government and its additional grant of
400,000 lire, the grants of 30,000 lire from the Polish Government, 25,000 lire from the
Hungarian Government, and 15,000 lire from the Roumanian Government. An estimated surplus
of 30,000 lire on the Review's budget has been included as income in the general budget.

The draft budget for 1932 makes provision for 1,186,000 lire income and expenditure. The
estimated income for the present year is the same as in the 1931 budget.

* *

Following the resignation of the Marquis Guad-el-Jelui, who represented the Child Welfare
Committee on the Governing Body, the Council, on May 18th, 1932, appointed, in his place,
Madame de Martinez Sierra, another member of the Child Welfare Committee.

20.

INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX.

I. RELATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX.

There has been no change since the last Assembly in the number of international bureaux
placed under the direction of the League in conformity with Article 24 of the Covenant.

1. INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHICAL BUREAU.

The Bureau continues to send the Secretariat any publications, reports and circular letters
addressed to its members. As in the past, the Treasurer of the League delegated one of his
officials to audit the Bureau's accounts.

The third ordinary International Hydrographical Conference was held at Monaco from
April 12th to 23rd, 1932. The Secretariat was represented during part of the Conference's
proceedings.

2. INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR AIR NAVIGATION.

The Commission has sent all its publications to the Secretariat. It was represented at the
fourth general Conference on Communications and Transit (October 1931), and at the second
session of the Air Transport Co-operation Committee (May 1932).

Among the questions which appear on the agenda of the twentieth session, summoned in
Paris, on May 25th, 1932, and which directly concern the League of Nations, the two following
ones should be mentioned: identification of aircraft effecting transports on behalf of the
League of Nations, and the study of facilities to be afforded to aircraft undertaking transport
of importance to the working of the League of Nations in times of emergency.

3. CENTRAL INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR THE CONTROL OF THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN AFRICA.

The Office has continued to send the Secretariat any information forwarded to it by the
parties to the Convention of Saint-Germain on the Liquor Traffic in Africa.
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4. INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF RELIEF CONGRESSES.

The Committee has kept regularly in touch with the League.

5. NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES.

A special chapter of the report is devoted to the work of the Nansen International Officefor Refugees. 1

6. INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS BUREAU.

The purpose of the International Exhibitions Bureau, set up in January 1931, is to ensurethe application of the Convention concerning international exhibitions, signed in Paris onNovember 22nd, 1928.
The second session of the Governing Board was held in October 1931, a representative of theLeague Secretariat being present. The Governing Board took note of a number of internationalexhibitions to be held during the next few years and drew up a classification of general exhibi-tions. It also considered the possibility of framing a convention embodying regulations forfairs and other events not covered by the Convention.

II. RELATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS.

1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The International Bureaux Section has continued to collect documentary material concern-ing the constitution and activities of public and private international organisations, on thelines of the documentation which it had previously got together. This material has been founduseful in replying to the many requests for information received by the Section.

2. PUBLICATIONS.

(a) " Quarterly Bulletin of Information on the Work of International Organisations."
International associations have found the Bulletin very useful. It has thus achieved thepurpose for which it was founded.
Owing to the increase in the number of international meetings and to the growing interesttaken by organisations in the material published in the Bulletin, the Secretariat is receivingmore and more information for inclusion in it. It now constitutes one of the fullest sources ofinformation on the periodical activities of international associations. It was found necessary,for reasons of economy, to reduce the issue of the Bulletin for 1932 to two numbers and thereforeto condense the information included.

(b) " Handbook of International Organisations."

The Handbook appeared in 1929 in English and a supplement, also in English, was publishedin 1931 relating to the associations - eighty-one in number - not included in the earlierissues.

21.

PRESENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO
INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS

REGISTERED WITH THE SECRETARIAT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

REGISTRATION AND PUBLICATION OF TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL
ENGAGEMENTS.

(ARTICLE 18 OF THE COVENANT.)

As in previous years, the registration of treaties by the Secretariat has been carried outaccording to the method laid down by the Memorandum approved by the Council of the

1 See page 96.
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League of Nations on May 19th, 1920. Between May 19th, 1920, and May 19th, 1932, 2,969
treaties and international engagements have been submitted for registration.

During the period between May 19th, 1931, and May 19th, 1932, 264 treaties have been
submitted for registration by Members of the League and 7 communicated by other States.

The treaties registered have, as in previous years, dealt with various subjects, as may
be seen by consulting the following list, which gives a general picture of the character of the
agreements registered during the period in question. Some of the treaties mentioned in the
list may be classified under several heads.

ARBITRATION, CONCILIATION AND PACIFIC SETTLEMENT.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2715 Germany and Luxemburg. 2841 Greece and Turkey.
2717 Denmark and Iceland. 2856 United States of America and
2732 Greece and Hungary. Sweden.
2737 Austria and Norway. 2869 France and Portugal.
2755 Austria and Greece. 2898 Italy and Latvia.
2809 Belgium and France. 2900 Iceland and Norway.
2814 Austria and Hungary. 2907 Iceland and Sweden.
2824 Austria and Great Britain and 2944 Belgium and Roumania.

Northern Ireland. 2952 The Netherlands and Yugoslavia.
2834 Belgium and Luxemburg.

COMMERCE, NAVIGATION AND CUSTOMS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2706 Egypt and Roumania. 2867 France and Greece.
2707 Spain and Roumania. 2872 Finland and France.
2708 Roumania and Switzerland. 2874 Argentine Republic and Finland.
2709 Austria and Roumania. 2885 Sweden and Lithuania.
2710 Bulgaria and Roumania. 2886 Brazil and Finland.
2711 Latvia and Roumania. 2887 Economic Union of Belgium and
2712 Albania and Roumania. Luxemburg and Chile.
2716 Italy and Norway. 2894 Austria and Japan.
2723 Finland and Roumania. 2895 Japan and Lithuania.
2731 Greece and Iceland. 2896 Brazil and Norway.
2735 Egypt and Poland. 2897 United States of America and
2740 Sweden and Turkey. Norway.
2742 Roumania and Czechoslovakia. 2901 Iceland and Roumania.
2744 Denmark and Turkey. 2908 Chile and the Netherlands.
2747 Germany and Haiti. 2913 United States of America and
2756 Belgium and Estonia. Denmark.
2757 Belgium and Luxemburg. 2914 United States of America and
2759 Iceland and Lithuania. Iceland.
2762 Norway and Roumania. 2917 Belgium and the Netherlands.
2768 Poland and Sweden. 2933 Economic Union of Belgium and
2770 Cuba and Spain. Luxemburg and Brazil.
2774 Poland and China. 2934 Brazil and Denmark.
2775 Poland and Greece. 2938 Austria and Czechoslovakia.
2788 Greece and Persia. 2941 Japan and Portugal.
2798 Greece and Hungary. 2942 Brazil and Iceland.
2800 Austria and Hungary. 2945 Great Britain and Northern
2815 France and Turkey. Ireland and Salvador.
2820 Albania and Japan. 2947 Great Britain and Northern
2822 Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Chile.

Ireland and Roumania. 2951 The Netherlands and Yugoslavia.
2830 Chile and Egypt. 2953 Union of South Africa and
2831 Chile and France. Southern Rhodesia.
2835 Estonia and Finland. 2954 Union of South Africa and
2840 General Convention. Swaziland.
2845 Brazil and Sweden. 2955 Union of South Africa and
2850 Colombia and Denmark. Northern Rhodesia.
2854 Brazil and the Netherlands. 2957 Germany and United States of
2861 Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. America.
2864 Siam and Switzerland. 2958 Lithuania and Portugal.
2865 Belgium and the Netherlands. 2961 British Commonwealth.
2866 Greece and Turkey. 2964 Switzerland and Turkey.
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CONSULAR CONVENTIONS AND CONVENTIONS RESPECTING CONDITIONS OF RESIDENCE.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2754 Poland and Roumania. 2871 Poland and Kingdom of the
2784 Persia and Czechoslovakia. Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
2797 France and Luxemburg. 2962 Italy and Turkey.
2803 Belgium and Poland. 2967 Sweden and Turkey.
2868 Union of South Africa and 2968 Switzerland and Turkey.

Japan.

MARITIME LAW.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2763 General Convention. 2765 General Convention.
2764 General Convention.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2808 Belgium and France. 2877 Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CONVENTIONS AND CONVENTIONS REGARDING TAXES.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2714 Finland and Sweden. 2819 Italy and Kingdom of the Serbs,
2727 Great Britain and Northern Ire- Croats and Slovenes.

land and Iraq. 2838 Germany and Poland.
2745 Germany and United States of 2842 Irish Free State and Sweden.

America. 2870 Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Nor-
2749 Great Britain and Northern Ire- way and Sweden.

land and Mexico. 2876 France and Poland.
2760 Austria, Hungary, Poland, etc. 2878 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
2761 Hungary and Yugoslavia. land and Poland.
2766 Great Britain and Northern Ire- 2880 Austria and Czechoslovakia.

land and Sweden. 2893 Economic Union of Belgium and
2769 Estonia and Latvia. Luxemburg, Denmark, Norway,
2776 United States of America and the Netherlands and Sweden.

Spain. 2899 Greece and Sweden.
2777 United States of America and 2902 Japan and Norway.

Spain. 2904 Italy and Poland.
2779 Denmark and Norway. 2910 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
2785 General Convention. land, France, Italy, Roumania,
2802 Hungary and Poland. Switzerland, Czechoslovakia
2804 Hungary and Poland. and Yugoslavia.
2805 Estonia and Latvia. 2936 France and Latvia.
2817 Greece and Norway. 2937 Estonia and France.
2818 General Convention.

DELIMITATION OF FRONTIERS AND FRONTIER TRAFFIC.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2719 Latvia and Lithuania. 2906 Denmark and Sweden.
2721 Latvia and Lithuania. 2946 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
2743 Belgium and France. land and Guatemala.
2752 Poland and Roumania. 2960 Union of South Africa and Por-
2795 Germany and Belgium. tugal.

TONNAGE MEASUREMENT.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2741 Estonia and Iceland. 2848 Iceland and Poland and Free
2847 Denmark and Poland and Free City of Danzig.

City of Danzig. 2873 Estonia and Finland.
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JUDICIAL AND EXTRADITION CONVENTIONS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2724 Italy and Kingdom of the Serbs, 2825 France and Luxemburg.
Croats and Slovenes. 2827 Portugal and Czechoslovakia.

2725 Italy and Kingdom of the Serbs, 2828 Portugal and Czechoslovakia.
Croats and Slovenes. 2829 Portugal and Czechoslovakia.

2726 Italy and Kingdom of the Serbs, 2860 Germany and Lithuania.
Croats and Slovenes. 2879 Austria and Italy.

2748 Germany and United States of 2883 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
America. land, Australia, New Zealand,

2753 Germany and Denmark. Union of South Africa and
2781 Great Britain and Northern Ire- Cuba.

land, Australia, etc., and Mo- 2889 Lithuania and Czechoslovakia.
naco. 2890 Lithuania and Czechoslovakia.

2791 Spain and Czechoslovakia. 2892 Germany and Denmark.
2792 Spain and Czechoslovakia. 2911 Denmark and Czechoslovakia.
2793 Spain and Czechoslovakia. 2918 Austria and Great Britain and
2794 Spain and Czechoslovakia. Northern Ireland.
2796 Bulgaria and Turkey. 2920 Denmark and Luxemburg.
2807 Great Britain and Northern Ire- 2943 Italy and Venezuela.

land and Iraq. 2959 Austria and Belgium.
2813 Greece and Poland. 2969 The Netherlands and Czecho-
2823 Great Britain and Northern Ire- slovakia.

land and Norway.

AIR NAVIGATION.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2738 Belgium and France. 2916 Germany and Belgium.
2751 Great Britain and Northern Ire- 2956 Union of the South Africa and

land, Canada, Australia, etc., United States of America.
and Italy. 2963 American Republics.

2875 Italy and the Netherlands. 2965 Great Britain and Northern
2905 Bulgaria and Poland. Ireland and Greece.

2966 Greece and Poland.

HUNTING AND FISHERIES.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2722 Latvia and Lithuania. 2782 United States of America and
2758 Poland and Czechoslovakia. Canada.
2773 Poland and Germany. 2888 Denmark and Sweden.

TREATIES OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP, SOVEREIGNTY, ALLIANCE, ETC.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2783 Persia and Czechoslovakia. 2858 Lithuania and Turkey.
2789 Afghanistan and Japan. 2859 Lithuania and Union of Soviet
2811 China and Greece. Socialist Republics.

POSTAL, TELEPHONIC, TELEGRAPHIC AND RADIO-TELEGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2750 India and France. 2884 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
2767 Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Nor- land and Yugoslavia.

way and Sweden. 2919 Great Britain and Northern Ire-
2832 Germany and Cuba. land and France.
2833 Cuba and Mexico. 2931 Brazil and Peru.
2851 United States of America and 2939 Great Britain and Northern Ire-

the Netherlands. land and the Netherlands.
2852 United States of America and 2940 Great Britain and Northern Ire-

the Netherlands. land and the Netherlands.
2853 Great Britain and Northern Ire-

land and the Netherlands.
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SOCIAL QUESTIONS, LABOUR, REFUGEES.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2746 Germany and Austria. 2948 Austria and Kingdom of the Serbs,2843 France and the Netherlands. Croats and Slovenes.
2844 Great Britain and Northern Ire- 2949 Austria and Kingdom of the Serbs,land and the Netherlands. Croats and Slovenes.
2882 Belgium and France. 2950 Austria and Kingdom of the Serbs,2935 Denmark and Norway. Croats and Slovenes.

SANITARY CONVENTIONS.

Registration Registration
;No. No.
2730 Bulgaria and Hungary. 2846 France and Czechoslovakia.
2733 General Convention. 2891 General Convention.
2780 Italy and Poland. 2909 Belgium and France.
2826 Denmark and Finland. 2932 General Convention.

TRANSIT.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2739 Germany, Belgium, Great Britain 2855 Poland, Roumania and Czecho-
and Northern Ireland, etc. slovakia.

2772 Poland, on behalf of the Free 2862 Poland, on behalf of the FreeCity of Danzig, and Finland. City of Danzig, and Denmark.
2778 Germany and the Netherlands. 2921 Hungary and the Netherlands.
2787 Poland and Roumania. 2922 Austria and the Netherlands.
2790 Poland and Roumania. 2923 Italy and the Netherlands.
2799 Austria and Hungary. 2924 Norway and the Netherlands.
2801 Austria and Brazil. 2925 The Netherlands and Sweden.
2806 Norway and Sweden. 2926 Denmark and the Netherlands.
2812 Poland and Roumania. 2927 The Netherlands and Yugoslavia.
2836 Poland and Roumania. 2928 The Netherlands and Czecho-2837 Poland and Roumania. slovakia.
2839 Spain and Hungary. 2929 The Netherlands and Roumania.2849 General Convention.

WATERWAYS AND INLAND NAVIGATION.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2729 Germany, Belgium, Great Britain, 2771 Norway and Sweden.
France, Italy, the Netherlands
and Switzerland.

GENERAL RELATIONS.
Registration

No.
2728 United States of America and Austria.

INTELLECTUAL AND ARTISTIC RELATIONS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2718 Latvia and Lithuania. 2816 General Convention.2720 Latvia and Lithuania. 2863 Italy and Czechoslovakia.

POLITICAL TREATIES.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2736 China and Norway. 2915 United States of America and2810 Belgium and China. Cuba.
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SCIENTIFIC CONVENTIONS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2713 Germany and Italy. 2903 General Convention.

PRISONERS OF WAR.
Registration

No.
2734 General Convention.

PROPERTY, RIGHTS AND INTERESTS.

Registration Registration
. No. No.

2786 Great Britain and Northern 2821 Germany and Union of South
Ireland, New Zealand, India Africa.
and Hungary.

ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS.

Registration Registration
No. No.

2857 United States of America and 2930 Argentine Republic, Bolivia,
Haiti. Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru

2881 Italy and Czechoslovakia. and Uruguay.
2912 Union of South Africa and

Belgium.

The following table gives the number of treaties registered by the Secretariat at the request
of the various States during the period from May 19th, 1931, to May 19th, 1932:

Union of South Africa .. ... 9 Latvia ............. 7
Germany............ 7 Lithuania ........... 8
Austria ............. 7 Luxemburg ...... .... 2
Belgium ............ 19 Nicaragua............ 1
Great Britain ........ . 17 Norway ... .. 14
Bulgaria ... .. 1 The Netherlands ......... 27
Canada ......... . 1 Peru ....... 2
Chile .............. 2 Persia ............ 3
China ............. 2 Poland ..... . 26
Cuba .......... 5 Portugal . .......... 2
Denmark ... ......... 25 Roumania ........... 14
Spain.............. 2 Siam ..............
Estonia ............. 6 Sweden .. .......... 17
Finland ............ 5 Switzerland ........... 4
France .... .. 6 Czechoslovakia ... . 21
Greece ............. 7 Yugoslavia ........... 18
Haiti .............. 1 International engagements deposited
Hungary ............. 12 with the Secretariat, registered in
Italy .............. 17 consequence of their entry into
Japan .... .. 5 force ..... . 2

Twenty-four treaties were communicated by the United States of America in accordance
with the arrangement described on page 125 of the Report to the Assembly of 1926, among which
17 were also presented for registration, in accordance with Article 18 of the Covenant, by the
other contracting parties Members of the League of Nations.

The Secretariat has also registered many accessions, ratifications, denunciations, etc., to
Conventions previously registered at the request of Members of the League of Nations.

It has also registered further information relating to general Conventions which it had
already published.

International engagements are published in the Treaty Series in their original languages,
with translations into French and English.

Up to the present, 115 volumes of about 450 pages each, containing 2,698 treaties, have
been published by the Secretariat. Other volumes will appear in the near future.
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22.

WORK OF THE SECRETARIAT LIBRARY.

I. CONFERENCE FOR THE LIMITATION AND REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS.

In order to place at the Conference's disposal the best possible documentary material
regarding the armed forces of the world and the various aspects of the disarmament problem,
further additions were made -to the collection of boolks, periodicals and Government documents
possessed by the Library on this subject. Furthermore, in accordance with the Council's decision
of May 22nd, 1931, the Library compiled the Annotated Bibliography on Disarmament andMilitary Questions, which mentions the principal publications in this sphere and gives briefnotes on their contents.

At the beginning of the Conference, the Library set up a special service for the purposeof guiding readers in the use of its material and of supplying all information and undertakingany studies which might be desired. Delegates, journalists and a number of other persons
following the work of the Conference have availed themselves of the services of this researchcentre.

In addition, the Library organised in the Committee Building an exhibition of the petitions
in favour of disarmament. These documents will later be kept in the museum of the new Library,
the construction of which is already far advanced.

II. MATERIAL REGARDING THE FAR EAST.

Owing to the Sino-Japanese dispute, the material possessed by the Library with regardto the Far East has been in great demand and has been supplemented. It now includes a largenumber of maps, which were placed at the disposal of the Commission of Enquiry set up by-theCouncil in December 1931 to study the question on the spot. As in all cases in which the Librarycannot allow its -material to be taken away, its photostatic service has been used to supply
reproductions of documents.

III. GEOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENT.

To meet a need which has for a long time been felt, a special geographical service has beencreated. For this purpose maps, atlases, geographical and relevant bibliographical materialhave been collected in a special room kept by a librarian specialising in these questions.

IV. COLLECTIONS.

The large number of books on the League which have appeared since 1928, when the volumeBooks on the Waork of the League of Nations Catalogued in the Library of the Secretariatwas published, justified the preparation of a supplement comprising all the works received upto October 1931.
Thanks to the special Rockefeller Donation budget, the Library has been able to acquireseveral important collections : the records of the meetings of the Duma (from 1906 to 1917)'the international law library of M. 0. Nippold, President of the Supreme Court of the Saar,which contains a valuable collection of periodicals and pamphlets that are partly out of print Sthe complete correspondence of the two well-known pacifists, Bertha von Suttner and A. Fried ;the library of the International Centre of Studies on Fascism, which is dealt with in a specialnumber (No. 12, 1931) of the Monthly List of Books Catalogued in the Library of the League of

Though its main purpose is to serve the different organisations of the League and theSecretariat, the Library has also been widely used by professors, students and other researchworkers fromn outside.
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